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My research on policy transfer in transport 



by now, 
planners everywhere 

k n o w
what the ingredients of 
a sustainable, resilient, 
and inclusive city are, 
in theory 

transit metropolis

Copenhagenizing

zero-carbon city

15-minute city

walkable city

happy city

smart city

green city

just city

TOD

etc…





Yet:

only bits of solutions are being implemented in 
the cities that most need them, the majority of 
which are located in the Global South



Degree of policy transfer 

More inspiration than action 

Patchy and/or delayed implementation

Incompatible policies or tools combined

Transfer failure 

Adaptation (not a bad thing)



Manila Mumbai

Istanbul Bangkok 



What’s happening? 

Do poorer cities simply lack funds for transport interventions? 

Do barriers depend on the individuals and institutions involved? 

Are cities looking for inspiration in the wrong places? 

Are cities looking in the right places but drawing the wrong lessons? 

Are cities perhaps “skimming” during policy learning? 

Has globalization reinforced or weakened longstanding legacies?

Has globalization helped forge new allegiances?

Are Asian capitals serving as role models for each other? 



Planning ideas have always travelled…

but their travel speed has now changed… 



Barriers 

Money talks 

Institutional gaps, overlaps, and turf wars 

Stymying legal framework 

Clientelism, corruption, and populism

Apathy and inertia 

Information bottlenecks 

Ongoing love affair with the car (and the motorcycle)

Sustainable transport is a package 

Unculturized approaches 

Hot, supersize cities 



The way forward 
Knowledge about what sustainable transport interventions could be adopted 
locally also abounds. Implementation - rather than the transfer of ideas - is 
the problem. 



Aligned with local 
cultures, compatible 
with the top-down 

governance style and 
existing models of 
decision-making in 

the Asia-Pacific 
region



Thank you
Dr Dorina Pojani

email: d.pojani@uq.edu.au

Questions?


